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Debt recovery in Romania
in accordance with the new
Civil Procedure Code
By Raluca Cristina Andrei
The new Civil Procedure Code of Romania (C.P.C.) entered into force on
15 February 2013. Its aim is to speed
up Romanian judicial procedures. The
new legal framework addresses various issues, including the modification of procedures for debt recovery
by restructuring the existing ones and
regulating new ones.
Before the C.P.C. came into force,
the Romanian debt collection procedure consisted of a normal procedure;
two fast means of recovery, namely
the Payment Ordinance and the Payment Notice. These have both been
replaced by the C.P.C. with just Payment Ordinance (P.O.). A new proce-
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dure was also introduced for low-value
debts: the Low Value Debt Recovery
Procedure (L.V.R.P).

I. Payment
Ordinance (P.O.)
A P.O. is admissible if the claim is
certain, liquid, enforceable and results
from a written agreement. However,
claims registered in an insolvency
procedure are excluded.
As a prerequisite for lodging the
P.O., the creditor must first notify the
debtor via a bailiff requesting payment
within 15 days. Failure of the debtor to
comply with the payment request allows the creditor to register the P.O.
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with the competent court.
The evidence that can be brought to
court in the P.O. procedure is limited
to written documents and the parties’
testimony. In settling a P.O. the court
can rule:
For the creditor, compelling the
debtor to pay the claim (in whole
or in part) and setting the payment
term thereof, or
For the debtor, dismissing the
creditor’s application, if the debtor
contests the claim and the contestation is found to be grounded or if
the court deems it necessary to administer more evidence not permitted by the P.O. procedure. In both
situations, the creditor may use the
ordinary procedure for recovering
the claim.
According to the law, the maximum
development timeframe of the P.O.
procedure is roughly 45 days.
As a final remark, the ruling of the
court in the P.O. represents a writ of
execution from the point of its delivery, irrespective of the eventual request of annulment lodged by the interested party.

II. The Low Value Debt
Recovery Procedure
The L.V.R.P. is provided as an alternative to the ordinary procedure when
the claim’s value is below RON 10,000
(roughly EUR 2,200) at the date of its
registration with the court.
The competent court is the first circuit court, and its investment is performed by the simple filling out of a

form, to which the written documents
sustaining the claim are attached.
The entire L.V.R.P. procedure is conducted exclusively in written form. The
presence of the parties being ordered
by the court only occurs in exceptional
situations. However, the court may

order the administration of other evidence – but this only occurs when the
costs related to this evidence do not
exceed the requested claim.
The court delivers its ruling a maximum of 30 days from the date it receives the information requested from

the parties, said ruling being de jure
a writ of execution. However, during
the appeal the court may allow the
suspension of execution only after
the interested party has made a collateral deposit amounting to 10% of
the claimed amount.

The killer app for corporate
debt collection in the
UK – winding up petitions
By Jim James
In most jurisdictions, the legal process for debt collection can be long
and uncertain. Even using the most
effective court process in the UK, for
example, an undisputed debt can take
seven weeks before an enforcement
officer attends on the debtor. The one
exception to this is the winding up
petition. If the debtor is solvent and
merely “playing for time”, the presentation of a winding up petition can
result in a payment of the creditor’s
debt and legal fees in a matter of days.
The presentation of a winding up
petition is not without its dangers.
Dealt with incorrectly, it can result in
a significant costs order against the
creditor and merely strengthen the
debtor’s hand.
When considering whether a winding up petition is appropriate, two
questions should be asked: do you
have an indisputable debt of over GBP
750? Does the debtor have the funds
to pay you if they were so inclined?
If the answer to both is ‘yes’, then a
winding up petition may be the most
effective route to being paid.
Technically, a winding up petition
is not a debt collection process at all,

but a class action calling for the court
to “wind up” the company because it
is insolvent. If a winding up order is
made, the company ceases to trade.
It is the finality of the risk of a wind-

ing up order being made that makes
the presentation of a winding up petition such an effective debt collection
tool and the reason it is commonly
used in the UK.
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We can’t squeeze water
from a stone, but it’s your
perfect right to collect debts!
By Christian Seidl
Cash flow is the lifeblood of every
business and bad debts are still the
most frequent reason for company insolvencies. Obtaining new customers
is just one part of the process. Ensuring that you get paid on time is just as
important. When collection agencies,
businesses and individuals want their
collection matters handled using the
most successful and efficient meth-
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ods, they contact our professional
debt collecting attorneys at the law
firm of Tramposch & Partner.
When business disputes cannot
be resolved by negotiations at commercial level and alternative dispute
resolution fails, litigation or arbitration is the last step. The European
Small Claims Procedure (Regulation
(EC) No 861/2007) and the European Enforcement Order for Uncontested Claims (Regulation (EC) No
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805/2004) apply to cross-border cases; that is, cases in which at least one
of the parties is domiciled or habitually resident in a Member State other
than the Member State of the court
where the action is brought. In crossborder litigation, language differences
are one of the main obstacles preventing parties from taking action and defending their rights. Both regulations
apply to civil and commercial matters
in cross-border cases in any court or
tribunal and they include an attempt
to reduce language obstacles.
Bearing in mind the importance
of existing business relationships,
the objective is to collect receivables
without jeopardising the relationship.
Professional debt collection helps to
achieve this objective and enables
creditors to concentrate on their core
business.

European jurisdiction:
be aware of
implementation clauses!
By Michiel Teekens
The Council Regulation (EC) No
44/2001 of 22 December 2000 (“the
Regulation”) regulates jurisdiction
between persons, including companies, located in Member States. The
Regulation provides general principles for jurisdiction, but also allows
contractual parties to agree to deviate
through an implementation clause or
a forum clause.
As a general principle, persons domiciled in a Member State shall, whatever their nationality, be sued in the
courts of that Member State (clause
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2). Special rules according to jurisdiction apply to contracts related to the
place of performance of the obligation
in question.
This place is further defined for
specific contracts, unless otherwise
agreed (clause 5). For example, regarding the sale of goods, the place of
performance is executed in a Member
State where, under the contract, the
goods were delivered.
As previously mentioned, parties
can agree upon the place of performance and deviate from the general
and specific principles. This is called
an “implementation clause”. Often,
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porate and commercial litigator and an
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contractual parties are not aware of
the consequences of such a deviation,
because the implementation clause
applies implicitly through applicable
terms and conditions. For example:
regarding an agreement concerning
the sale of goods, the terms and conditions state that the place of payment
is The Netherlands.
If the goods are legally delivered
in Spain, it could be argued that the
Dutch court has jurisdiction regarding
the contractual payment obligation
and the Spanish court is authorised
to deliver the goods. This situation is
created due to the term “unless otherwise agreed” in clause 5 of the Regulation.
Creating or preventing jurisdiction
through an implementation clause
could be helpful in situations where
the contractual party is not willing to
agree upon an acceptable forum clause
as set out in clause 23. Furthermore,
the requirements for an implementation clause are far fewer than those for
a forum clause. Finally, it should also
be pointed out that it has been generally accepted for the explanation and
scope of implementation clauses and
forum clauses to be defined through
a Regulation-autonomous approach.
Local laws and/or law principles (usually) do not play any role. Case law
about the subject is limited. It is fair
to say that the approach of the European Commission’s Court of Appeal
is formal, which should result in jurisdiction if an implementation clause
clearly defines an (alternative) place
of performance and there is some relation between this place and the contractual obligation.
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The establishment of lien in Hungary has been simplified

Changes to lien
regulation in Hungary
By Dr. Attila Kovács
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The new Civil Code has brought
fundamental changes to the regulation of lien. The establishment of lien
has been simplified, the rights of the
lienor concerning the enforcement of
the pledge have been broadened and
new legal institutions have been introduced.
Establishment of a lien – The establishment of lien takes place in two
steps: a pledge agreement and the
registration of the lien in the relevant
register. Any asset of value (movable or
real estate property, right or receivable)
can be pledged as security.
Seceded lien – As exemption from
the collateral character of the lien,
the new Civil Code allows the lienor
to transfer the lien without having to
transfer the secured claim to the holder
of their debt. The seceded lien serves as
the security of the claim, by providing
satisfaction for the claim of the person

who acquires the lien by transfer. The
rights stemming from the lien shall be
exercised without jeopardising the recovery of the original secured claim.
Collateral register – The electronic
collateral register provides fast, simple and transparent administration to

enhance the security of transactions.
Making entries into the collateral register, as well as their deletion, shall be
immediate and automatic.
New ways of lien enforcement – The
right to satisfaction shall be exercised
either by way of judicial enforcement or

by means other than judicial enforcement established by the act, such as
the sale of the pledged property, the
acceptance of the ownership of the
pledged property or the enforcement
of the right or claim instead of the original mortgagee.

The Australian court
system: a debt recovery and
insolvency perspective
By Andrew Lacey
Debtors and creditors who have relationships to businesses or operations
in Australia should have a general understanding of Australia’s court hierarchy, which operates in a tiered system.
All states have lower courts. In New
South Wales, the lowest court is the
New South Wales Local Court, which
has the jurisdiction to deal with civil
disputes for claims up to AUD 100,000.
One distinct feature of the NSW
Local Court is its Small Claims Division, which hears claims of up to AUD
10,000. It also has less formal procedures and relaxed rules of evidence.
Most states and territories have
intermediate courts. In most jurisdictions, these courts are district courts
and have jurisdiction to deal with civil
claims of up to AUD 750,000, as well
as appeals from the local court.
Each state and territory has a Supreme Court. Civil claims exceeding
AUD 750,000 are commenced in the
Supreme Court. Relevantly, the Supreme Court has an inherent jurisdiction to hear disputes concerning the
liquidation and external administration of companies. Within its trial jurisdiction, the Supreme Court has two
divisions: Equity and Common Law.

The Equity division is administered
through case-managed lists, such as
the Corporations list. Each list is casemanaged by assigned judges, and usually has distinct procedural requirements to ensure the efficient disposal

of proceedings.
The Federal Court, the Federal Circuit
Court and the High Court of Australia
have jurisdiction to hear appeals from
State and Territory Supreme Courts as
well as all matters of federal law.
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Provisional attachment
of assets as a means
of debt collection
By Seiichi Yoshikawa
As I wrote in my article published in
the first issue, it is often advisable for a
creditor to secure a court order for provisional attachment on debtor’s assets before commencing a legal action for debt
collection (main action). The attachable
assets include real estate, personal property, ships or transportation vessels and
the the debtor’s claim to a third party.
The creditor commences the procedure
by filing an application together with
documentary evidence to prove prima facie that it has a valid claim to the debtor
and the necessity for provisional attachment. A judge in charge, after reviewing
the application and the evidences, meets
the creditor’s attorney and asks questions, if any, about the case and the documents filed. If the judge is satisfied that
the case is prima facie established, he/
she determines the amount of security
money that the creditor must deposit.
In a simple case, the amount is usually
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one third of the value of the assets to be
attached but can vary depending on the
weight of evidence to support the validity
of the claim. When the creditor files evidence of payment of the security deposit,
a formal order is issued and the debtor
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is notified. The whole procedure usually takes only a few days. The security
deposit is refunded if the creditor wins
a main suit for collection of the claim, or
with the debtor’s consent (e.g. when the
case is settled).

Reorganisation plans
for failing enterprises
By Stefano Quaglia and Elio Sbisà
As a court-appointed trustee, our
firm has seen many businesses declaring insolvency prematurely because of
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the financial crisis. To preserve jobs,
products and services, Italian bankruptcy laws have introduced tools
whereby commercial enterprises can
avoid bankruptcy: reorganisation

plans.
Under article 182 bis of the Italian
bankruptcy laws, a debtor may file a
voluntary petition with the Bankruptcy
Court. In general, the purposes of the

reorganisation are threefold: i) liquid
ation of the whole business upon payment of creditors; ii) rehabilitation of
the business, which continues operating; or iii) partial liquidation of unnecessary assets and reassignment of the
business to a third party. Upon filing
this voluntary petition for relief, the
debtor automatically remains a “debtor in possession”, while undergoing
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reorganisation activities without the
appointment of a case trustee. In addition, the debtor is able to continue
to operate under the shelter of the automatic stay for creditors’ claims. The
plan centres on an out-of-court agreement negotiated between the debtor
and each creditor with great flexibility
and more extensive participation by
the parties in interest, unlike other

forms of bankruptcy. If the plan satisfies the law requirements and finds
the approval of 60% of the debtor’s
creditors, the court will confirm the
plan.
If the plan is successfully implemented, the debtor emerges from
bankruptcy freed of its prepetition
debts and in fiscal health, which benefits society as a whole.
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Securing claims in a
summary document
procedure in Germany
By Dr. Angelika Baumhof
and Kristina Bauer-Hofstetter
Do you have a pecuniary claim in
Germany which can only be proven
by evidence based on documents?
Then you can quickly obtain a title to
enforce your claim by using a summary document procedure (“Urkundsverfahren”). The summary document
procedure exists as a court order
(“Mahnverfahren”) or a normal civil
proceeding (“Gerichtsverfahren”). In
the summary document procedure, the
plaintiff must prove their claim based
exclusively on documents, and the de-
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fendant can only oppose by presenting
documents. As a result, the court will
not hear witnesses or experts. Such
evidence can only be taken into consideration in the subsequent procedure
(“Nachverfahren”) after the preliminary judgement.
Documents can be many kinds of
written statements or contracts, including photocopies and faxes. Whether printed emails can be admitted as
documents remains controversial.
At the end of the summary document procedure, the plaintiff obtains a
provisional title. This preliminary title
allows the plaintiff to start immediate
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compulsory execution. The defendant
can avoid this by depositing a security
set by the court. The plaintiff can thereby secure his claims against insolvency, even if the legal proceedings continue with the subsequent procedure
and are independent of the duration.
A final settlement between the parties
also often occurs, since the defendant
cannot postpone payment by a long
procedure.
The summary document procedure
can therefore be used for pecuniary
claims resulting from sale, delivery,
contracts or service agreements for
managing directors.
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Debtors often prefer to pay debts instead of initiating legal proceedings

Quick enforcement
without litigation
By Angel Vasilev
It often happens that a creditor whose
debtor does not pay debts voluntarily
has to go through lengthy and expensive
court litigation until a writ of execution
is obtained. To avoid this, some laws
in Bulgaria provide the claimant with
a useful tool for quick enforcement: a
“documentary backed up claim”. If the
claimant presents specific documents
provided for by the law, the claimant may
directly ask the court to immediately issue a writ of execution, irrespective of its
amount.
Notarial deeds or notary verified
agreements are most common (if they
contain payment obligations for the
debtor), as well as excerpts from the
special pledges register for a registered
leasing agreement (in regard to taking
back possession of the leasing item)
and mortgage deeds. The legislator
presumes that the availability of such
documents supports higher probability
of the claim being considered as lawful
and vests the burden of proving the opposite to the defendant.
In this procedure, the court only examines whether the presented docu-
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ment possesses the statutory requisites
of a document of this kind and indeed
certifies the creditor’s claim. If the formal
requirements are met, it issues a writ of
execution. An objection by the debtor
does not stop the initiated enforcement,
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unless due collateral is provided.
The procedure allows a certain advantage for creditors. In practice, debtors
often prefer to pay debts instead of initiating legal proceedings, challenging the
claims on their merits.
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